
 

BABIES 9-10 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

P L A Y  G U I D E

Let me Touch



HOW TO PLAY?
This puzzle is ideal to accompany your little one during the following months. At this stage,
what your baby will enjoy most of this puzzle will be to touch the different textures that are
hidden underneath the animals. At first, offer your baby the assembled puzzle, so that he/she
is the one who uncovers the animals and discovers the textures. Then, put all the animals back
in their place and uncover only one, so that he/she tries to place it back in its place. On each
round, uncover one more animal until he/she manages to place them all four without help.
Later on, you can also use the animal figures to interpret stories and promote symbolic play.

PUZZLE TOUCH AND FEEL
Your baby is at a stage where he likes to touch
everything he sees. And this puzzle will allow you to
discover new sensations at the same time as you start
to fit together pieces and develop your spatial sense
and fine motor skills.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

FINE MOTRICITY LANGUAGEVISOMOTOR COORDINATION
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RAINBOW STACKER
The Waldorf Rainbow is a versatile pedagogical
resource widely used in Waldorf and Montessori
philosophies. Free play provides them with endless
options that develop their imagination and creativity.

HOW TO PLAY?
This is an ideal toy for the so-called "free and symbolic play". Watching your little one play
with the rainbow, you will notice the multiple possibilities that it offers when they are
allowed to play and use their imagination. For a moment it is a dollhouse, then a circuit for
cars or animals and then it becomes a tower. This type of toys will accompany your kid for
a long time and they will always rediscover it with new ideas and creations. It is a puzzle, a
stackable toy, a nestable, a construction game ... let their imagination run wild!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

IMAGINATION MOVEMENTCOGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION
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HOW TO PLAY?
Both boys and girls love cars. Even more, everything that has wheels and can be dragged
around draws their attention. First, let them become familiar with how the car works, so
they can figure out what is the best way grab it (each child will do it differently!). Once they
have mastered holding the car, they can mount circuits on the ground, for example using
a newspaper or pencils. Mark them a tour and teach them how to follow the path from
start to finish. A challenge!
The racing car develops manual skills and logical thinking. It stimulates the sight and
allows  to practice eye-hand coordination.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

MINI RACING CAR
Burrum-burrum! The colorful mini cars run just as fast as
you do! With this racing car your little one will have a
great time rolling around the house, it's a lot of fun! It has
the ideal size so you can always carry it close.

MOVEMENT IMAGINATION COORDINATION MANUAL SKILLS
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BABY MAZE
Zig, zag, zoom! This maze invites babies to have an
incredible experience going through their curves at full
speed! They can group all the balls to make the journey
together or separate them.

HOW TO PLAY?
We're going to train those little hands to become more and more skilled. This maze with
strings of colored discs is a valuable exercise for any baby who begins to investigate what this
world is like. By moving the discs, your baby will gain manual dexterity, begin to identify the
different colors, and do another valuable exercise: visual object tracking, and how funny how
the pieces fall down the spiral! It is gravity. Yet another discovery for your baby's mind, hungry
for information.
An ideal toy that improves coordination, stimulates sustained attention and trains visual
tracking.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

COORDINATION VISOMOTOR COORDINATION MANUAL SKILLS
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WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

EASY HOLD MIRROR
Hand-held acrylic mirror for self reflection, self discovery,
self awareness, collaborative group play and role play.
Housed in a solid Rubberwood outer, it is both extremely
strong and easy to hold and manipulate.

HOW TO PLAY?
Babies and young children love mirrors. Not only do little ones love looking at faces,
mirrors play a key role in self-discovery. At around 7 months, babies start to understand
that they and their mother are actually different people—up until then, they believe they
are one and the same. It can take close to a year for them to realize that the person in
front of them in the mirror is them, not their mother. So now it's a good time to sti next to
your baby and let him hold the mirror. Put some funny faces, point and name some parts
of the body that he might recognize and see how much fun he has while he discovers that
it's him the one reflected in the mirror. 

IMAGINATION
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HOW TO PLAY?
It may seem like a very simple game, but the truth is that the Montessori-type egg and cup
is a very complete educational material. On the one hand the egg rolls very crazy and the
cup remains firm and stale, so your baby will appreciate the two different behaviours. Give
it to your baby and let him experiment with both pieces. First challenge will be to catch the
egg and avoid it from rolling away. The next challenge will be to fit it inside the cup.
Although it seems like an easy movement, it is not and with practice it will pay off.
Your baby will learn to fit the pieces independently and will work on manual dexterity,
coordination, attention, concentration, fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination and spatial
vision.

This Montessori-inspired toy will become your little one's
first puzzle. Made of wood, it is very resistant and pleasant
to the touch. It will help improve his hand-eye coordination,
wrist movement, tactile pressure, and spatial thinking.

EGG & CUP

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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FINE MOTRICITY COORDINATION VISOMOTOR COORDINATION MANUAL SKILLS


